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Electric self-potential change before and during the 2018 phreatic eruption of Iwo-
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A small phreatic eruption occurred on 19 April 2018 at Iwo-Yama (or Io-Yama) Kirishima volcano complex, Japan. At
the location 500m north of the eruption vent, magnetotelluric (MT) monitoring station (Aizawa et al., 2013) have recorded
electric and geomagnetic fields before and during the phreatic eruption. We first report that significant electric self-potential
change occurs simultaneously with precursory‘ ground tilt with tremor’, which started 5 minutes before the onset of the
eruption. After the onset of the eruption, the steam effusion became significant, and the northward electric field dramatically
increased. Approximately 5 minutes after the onset of the phreatic eruption, an explosion occurred with a cock’s tail plume
that emitted rocks and blackish ash. Soon after the explosion, the plume return to be steam dominant, and northward electric
field also return to be normal level. The most plausible explanation of the electric filed change is electrokinetic origin caused
by the groundwater movement. Based on the change in ground tilt and electric field, we propose that the electric field
changes were all generated by the movement of shallow cold groundwater above the clay rich layer (Tsukamoto et al., 2018).
The high temperature fluid intrusion, which caused‘ ground tilt with tremor’, promotes the boiling beneath the eruption
vent, and subsequently gather the cold groundwater to compensate the vaporized water. Similar self-potential changes were
also observed at the time without eruptions. Our data and interpretation suggest that shallow groundwater flow controls the
preparation process and the occurrence of phreatic eruptions. Shallow groundwater flow can be monitored by electric self-
potential.
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